
Stephanie has managed to reduce her cancellation rate by 90% thanks to SHORE. Her clients 
are 100% satisfied with the SHORE service and 25% of appointments are now generated via 
SHORE Online Booking.
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“I use SHORE because it makes my working day easier 
and also provides a valuable service for my clients.”

Stephanie Rantzsch, Owner of Zahnkosmetik Rantzsch, Paderborn, Germany

Before going self-employed, Stephanie worked at a periodontal 
practice in Paderborn and was also a consultant for the Munster 
Dental Association. At the age of 42, she decided on a career 
change and retrained as a cosmetic dentist. This new life 
perspective led Stephanie to open the first cosmetic dental 
studio in Paderborn and take the big step of going self-employed.

She aims to boost the profile of cosmetic dentistry in Paderborn 
and the surrounding area so that everyone will know that 
there’s an affordable alternative to whitening treatments at the 
dentist. “Everyone in Paderborn should become familiar with 
cosmetic dentistry. I have clients who travel over 100 km for 
my services.” 

Drawing on her 32 years of in-practice experience and her 
cosmetic dental expertise, Stephanie opened the first German 
school for cosmetic dentistry in Paderborn. Her training program 
is aimed at dental professionals who Stephanie supports for up 

to a year after the end of the course with tips on marketing and 
company management. 

In her cosmetic dental studio, Stephanie dedicates herself to 
the wishes of her clients. She fulfils their dreams of whiter teeth 
for an affordable price. “It gives me great satisfaction and joy to 
help someone achieve a dazzling smile!”

Name Zahnkosmetik Rantzsch

Industry Beauty

Product Shore CRM, Online Booking, Network

Country Germany

Town Paderborn

Company size 1 member of staff

ABOUT ZAHNKOSMETIK RANTZSCH
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It was particularly difficult for Stephanie to find sufficient time 
for each of her clients. Holding telephone calls for new appoint-
ments and answering emails took up a lot of what little time she 
had between sessions.

Her clients found it difficult to book appointments, as it was 
only possible after work or at the weekend. As it was difficult 
if not impossible to actually contact Stephanie during these 
times, she often missed out on appointments and potential 
new clients, and thus lost sales unnecessarily.

So that her clients could book appointments with her while she 
was out of the house, Stephanie always had to carry her large, 

impractical diary around with her. Not only did that mean carrying 
around extra weight, which was a physical strain, it was awkward 
and also a constant reminder of work.

Appointments were often cancelled, particularly by younger 
people. “With morning appointments at 10:00 am, clients often 
overslept. Then, if I was lucky, I’d get a call saying they wouldn’t 
be able to make it.”

Furthermore, it was a challenge for Stephanie to make contact 
with her younger clients. In the age of Facebook and online 
bookings, she finally had to do something to reach her target 
group more effectively.

Time-consuming appointment booking process

High cancellation rate

Unexploited potential client base

Inconvenient appointment management

Ineffective target group approach

Lack of personal client contact

Initially, it was difficult for Stephanie to find success with her 
company, as she first had to establish herself. However, the 
more appointments she got, the clearer it became that she had 
to change something to make her working structure more ef-
ficient. That’s why she decided to use SHORE in her company.
 
With SHORE, Stephanie has access to a digital appointment 
calendar (SHORE CRM) that she can use in her practice as well 
as via the SHORE Business App when she’s out and about. She 
also has access to a client database and exclusive partner 
networks (SHORE Network). Stephanie’s favorite SHORE func-
tion is the Business App as it means she no longer has to take 
her enormous appointment diary with her wherever she goes; 
instead she can manage all her appointments via the app.

Thanks to SHORE Online Booking, Stephanie can now acquire 
clients from the internet. Via the online booking function on her 
website and her Facebook page, her clients can make appoint-

ments with her outside her opening hours. “Even if I have to 
manually enter or reschedule appointments, I can do it quickly 
and easily via SHORE in just a few clicks.”

Stephanie’s cancellation rate has also been significantly 
reduced thanks to SHORE. By sending them a text message 
the day before their appointment, the SMS reminder service 
ensures that clients don’t forget their appointments. The 
clients particularly appreciate it that Stephanie can send 
these reminders and her newsletters with her personal  
signature. “My clients call me the tooth fairy, so I chose that 
name to sign off the text messages.” With these extras, 
Stephanie can develop personal contact with her clients and 
thus increase their satisfaction with her service. 

“I was even able to wish my clients a Happy New Year and it was 
very well received. My phone went into overdrive as everyone 
reciprocated!”

Online appointment booking via the website and 
Facebook

Personal signature

Portable appointment planner with the SHORE 
Business App

Newsletter and reminder text messages

THE CHALLENGE

THE SOLUTION
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http://www.shore.com/de/products/shore-crm
http://www.shore.com/de/products/shore-network
http://www.shore.com/de/products/shore-network
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=de.termine24.merchant&hl=de
http://www.shore.com/de/products/shore-online-booking


REQUEST A DEMO

“The SHORE Business App is fantastic. It allows me to have my 
appointment calendar and my client data handy at all times.”

of appointments are already 
sent to Stephanie via SHORE 

Online Booking.

of clients reached via 
SHORE are satisfied.

fewer cancellations.

25%  90% 100%

THE RESULT
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http://www.shore.com/de/demo-request?__hssc=10434922.1.1450790680907&__hstc=10434922.dc0ed390cf0a7b3728e1c75802d5af18.1450345158072.1450776002627.1450790680907.9&hsCtaTracking=5bc7be73-98e3-4b13-8a31-486db0bf75aa%7C3f93bcc2-f1a3-462f-a7d3-7e5579318697

